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Экшен Экшен Экшен Экшен Экшен Экшен The Survivor: Rusty Forest - Отличный шутер на андроид в которой вы окажетесь на богом забытой земле, в самом начале игры вы очнетесь по среди какого то леса, и у вас в руках окажется только два предмета, это факел и
камень, и с помощью их вам потребуется добывать полезные ресурсы что бы выжить. Вв в в защиты, в.)в.n.r.i.i., The wild is a survival game. You-remained on a world destroyed by viruses one of the rest of the surviving survivor. You will be in danger at every turn. It is essential to
study the changed world, to find and produce food and raw materials, which will later help develop new weapons, which helps build a refuge. For example, you have to make a tomahak, with which you can cut down trees, get materials ready to build. Animals will have to hunt for food
production, and for that we need some kind of weapons. There are no rules, only survival and hunger, which is necessary to constantly satisfy, so that they do not miss themselves. Cold, cruel enemies, brutal clash against radiation, and not only waiting for you! In battle, the winner can be
the only one. During the game logical thinking will have to be used, and put the smart network closer to home that no one can get. When one of them works, you will be immediately informed of the enemy's approach. You can't sleep here, because war will not wait for you to sleep and relax!
The day is necessary to build and prepare, and to fight at night and provide security. Get as much joy and drive as you can! Additional information is needed android 2.3 and up Devloperstorshop Studio, Survivor: The rusted forest is a desi-play based on the survival of the forest. Welcome
to the world of living survivor where unknown virus has made the world's population the most dead. You are one of the few survivors and now you must fight the rest of the locals and creatures that disease.-apkaward.com players must find the open world, collect raw materials, build their
own weapons, tools, fortafacatans, shelters and more. The only purpose of living is to survive. To do this, you Thus to overcome various difficulties like hunger, drinking, cold and radiation. The degree of freedom of play is very high, small partners can build their own homes based on their
own preferences, your imagination, the collected content to make your concept world a little bit. In short, you can't just think of, can't be done. Welcome to the world of survivors, killed by an unknown virus that anoints the entire world's population. After the tradition of survival and the horse
games, players in the living must find an open world to collect raw material steam ingfor building their own weapons, tools, fortafacatans, shelters, etc.+ day and night dynamic and realistic cycles. + Creation and damage-map structures and elements where resources can be destroyed. +
Inventory-Create all the elements you need to survive in the inimitable inventory system ready to meet the craft and role correction requirements. By app: Starship Studio Version: 1.2.7 Update for Android: March 03, 2018 OBB Installation Location-&gt;/sdcard/Android/obb
/com.starshopstudio.thesurvivor/men.127.com.starshippingstudio.thesurvivor.obb is based on protecting one's own from rusted jungle game situations. Welcome to Alive, where unknown virus was the end of the world's population. Now you have a few remaining locals and animals
contracted to fight the disease.-ApkMix. The computeris need to open their own weapons, tools, installations, shelters, and more to find the world's raw materials. The only purpose of living is to survive. To do this, you have to overcome various difficulties, such as hunger, drinking, cold and
radiation. The freedom degree game, based on building your imagination bit for building your homes, is very much available to your imagination choosing the smallest partner to build its materials. In short, it's not just, it can't be. Are you not entertained by the survivor and the happy: Rusted
Forest 2020 Apk? Then perhaps the time has come to try after other applications on the web that have expertise in making content that is a bit nares but all and diverse to look. We're talking about an application like Mental Hospital 3HD, Stranger Shooter, Dead, Dad was a thief, Samra
Tiger, . Download The Rusted Jungle 2020 Apk for your android device. Here you can download live: The Rusted Forest 2020 Apk free for you android phone, tablet or any other device which are supported by android OS. Here are more than 1, 00, 000+ free and premium android apk
applications available in which you can choose according to your needs. Choose apps from whatever kind of applications you are looking for easily and instantly. All applications depend on your needs, Are always welcome to use our platform to download any applications directly here. We
have made almost all apk applications file available which is available for live download. The key advantage of using our platform is that you don't have to register or sign up like other platforms. Survivors: Toy about survival in the rusted forest-wild. The game still exists without translation
into English. The application was created by Russian developers, but has not decided to translate salafia languages into language until now, and leave in international English. The graphic component sits on a high enough level, to be in a huge open world. After the game play starts, we find
us going through the woods on a highway, on the mini map we are different pistol animals that surround the character. A virtual joy is controlled using stick. The main character is given with many basic features: life, power, hunger. Radiation is a zone, once there, the character starts losing
a column of health. Initially, you will be armed with a stone that you can throw or apply to point attacks. There is enough cobblystoneas to kill a small animal for lunch. Predators have added a torch to fascinate developers, plus the night-by-night route al-Manati. Where a bag on the back will
put the ingredients you found, diet, animal hair and the food. Notebooks have recipes and things and the number of parts required to create. When you collect everything, it's possible to create useful things. If you want to survive in difficult situations, the application is best for you. How to
install the living: Rusted First1. Download apk file and cash. 2. Allow applications to be installed in settings from unknown sources (once done) 3. Run the installation using file manager (usually downloaded files are kept in the download folder) 4. Copy the cash folder from the archives
downloaded in SD/Android/obb/directory on your phone using file manager. The result will be SD/android/obb/cache_folder/file * obb 5. Run Appalakatoonratang: (1 votes, 5.00/5) Survivors: The rusted forest is one of the very popular android games and thousands of people want to get on
their phones or tablets without paying any. Here you can download the rusted: Jungle Game for free. Download the game from the download link provided in the page. The Details of The Game-Survivors: Rusted Forest: Survivors: Rusted Forest is a popular paid android game. In the game
we have to help the hero survive in a harsh world to be governmented by a terrible virus. Find a safe haven and hide from zombies. Find the wild forest, abandoned houses, and deserted military base for Android in this game. Various devices, useful items, Find, etc. Build a house and
improve it. Hunt different animals and collect food. Combat wild predators like wolves or bear. Be careful, nor do you? Caught by the bloatarcity zombies. Destroy them in different ways. The game features awesome features like many great types of weapons and accessories, good control,
great graphics, big worlds etc. Download Google Play Store. Download Rusted Forest (APK + OBB) By Riadal · March 15, 2017Current version: 1.2.5 File size: 21 MB + 147 Mbmemory: www.ReXdl.com ✔ You can find google play order number here: Filter = All ✔ ✔ Contact Us
(crew@starshipstudio.com) If you can't play the game Welcome to the world of ✔ alive, hit with unknown virus essays that anointed the most of the world's population are one of the few that you have survived (the stockers) and now you must fight for your life against what is left of the
infected country population with this disease now. In the best traditions of survival and horror games, players in living must find the open world to collect raw materials to build their weapons, tools, fortaphacatans, shelter, etc. against the dangers of zombies, affected wildlife and the world
themselves. The only purpose in living is to survive. To do this you will need to overcome the struggle sinful ness of hunger, drinking, cold and radiation. ✔ craft weapons and tools. Cut down trees in the forest to build a camp, or start the fire to keep warm. ✔'t go hungry! Kill animals for
meat. To reward food to keep one's own hunger. ✔ a small shelter or a large fort. Network and Defend to keep secure frame. Search and build during the ✔. Defend your base at night. Important features: ✔ random global race-1 square kilometer stake post abandoned with Soviet state of
Randomaed village, military building, deep forests, roads, rivers, lakes, forest places, and more... ✔ day and night- realisticdynamic day and night tour with the sun and moon stages. ✔ can be destroyed and destroyed– destroy the structures and objects of the world or destroy edit edited for
resources. In real time, place pieces of building in the world, re-aim the materialcollected by hand to build customstructures and classification. ✔ inventory-take all the items that you will need to survive in the inimitable inventory system ready and ready to respond to role correction needs. ✔
the apocalyptic world of the new item ready and low-living, the resources are well-shaded and every useful bit should be used. With a constantly growing list of recipes, collect resources such as wood, stone and morcha metal to make weapons and tools. As your tools wear out over time,
use your ready-made skills to repair them. Items or devices can be improved, someone has been assigned using the newly developed mechanism. ✔ animals – once abandoned buildings are already pallundarad ad-head out into the animal hunting sin. The velvet marine system- past
zombies and animals who can see, sneak, listen and smell you. ✔ environmental temperature – construction/shelter or campfire mill. Cold nights or long dz will make a difference. These features in upcoming updates will also be expanded with greater depth and with wide types of choices to
keep the world's growing threats alive. Features in various stages of development, which will be included as project development:-More buildings-more preparation-expansion AI-driver sanctomy-more animals &amp; plants-weather effects All the features and projects listed here, we can
include or remove features as seen fit during the development process. Official page on Facebook: 1. Unlimited Coach 2. Extraordinary 3. Unlimited Health 4. Ever hungry 5. Never 6. Maximum protection 7. Sharen * Offline Game! Setup: Install apk on your device. Com. Sutrashopstudio.
Copy Theserwa o and folder android/obb. Enter the game. Game.
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